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introduction
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• Welcome! 

• We have had a nice broad introduction to jet 
substructure.

• Now, we will take some time to investigate some of the 
concepts in a little more detail and learn a bit of the 
technical details involved.

• We have provided some (hopefully) easy-to-use code 
which will allow us to plot and discuss a number of 
interesting distributions.

• We hope that you can use the tools you have learned here 
as a gateway to doing your own jet substructure studies

• Please feel free to ask questions, discussion is important! 



code structure
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JetSubstructurePlotsExample.cc
Read in PAT-tuple

Compute substructure observables
Makes histograms

PAT-tuple including CA8 jet clustering and some substructure calculations
config: http://cmssw.cvs.cern.ch/cgi-bin/cmssw.cgi/CMSSW/TopQuarkAnalysis/TopPairBSM/test/ttbsm_cfg.py?revision=1.54&view=markup

JetSubstructureTools.cc
Extra code for doing 

substructure calculations

plot*.py or plot*.cpp

“Simple” dijet analysis, 
require jet pT > 300 GeV

Samples:
QCD

SM ttbar
Z’ (2 TeV) → ttbar
G (1 TeV) → W+W-

http://cmssw.cvs.cern.ch/cgi-bin/cmssw.cgi/CMSSW/TopQuarkAnalysis/TopPairBSM/test/ttbsm_cfg.py?revision=1.54&view=markup
http://cmssw.cvs.cern.ch/cgi-bin/cmssw.cgi/CMSSW/TopQuarkAnalysis/TopPairBSM/test/ttbsm_cfg.py?revision=1.54&view=markup


Getting started
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https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/CMS/SWGuideHATSJetSubstructure

Instructions can also be found on the TWiki

Step 0: Login

ssh -Y lxplus5.cern.ch (CERN)
ssh -Y cmslpc-sl5.fnal.gov (FNAL)

Step 1: Checkout CMSSW_5_3_7

scram project CMSSW CMSSW_5_3_7
cd CMSSW_5_3_7/src/
cmsenv

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/CMS/SWGuideHATSJetSubstructure
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/CMS/SWGuideHATSJetSubstructure


Getting started
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Step 2: Checkout tutorial software and compile
kserver_init # (only on cmslpc) to check out of CVS 
addpkg RecoJets/JetAnalyzers V00-06-cmshats2013-09
cvs co -d JetSubstructure UserCode/ntran/JetSubstructure
scram b -j4

Step 3: Run the code, then run again on different input samples
cd     RecoJets/JetAnalyzers/test/
cmsRun   JetSubstructurePlotsExample.py

This will produce a ROOT file containing histograms. The analysis is done by the template class 
JetSubstructurePlotsExample.cc.   The code loops over a configurable number (which is set to 

2000 in the example script we just ran) of events, makes some basic histograms, and writes them 
to the output ROOT file.

Local files are located here (cmslpc):  ‘/uscms_data/d1/jdolen/HATS/’
Local files are located here (lxplus):  ‘/afs/cern.ch/work/n/ntran/public/HATS/’

Run over different files using the flags like:
isZprimeMC = True

We could run this again over QCD MC. This requires a larger sample, so just grab this file:
cp /uscms_data/d2/jdolen/HATS/jetSubstructurePlotsExample_QCDMC.root .
# same for other files...

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/UserCode
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/UserCode


Fastjet
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http://fastjet.fr/repo/doxygen-3.0.3/

http://fastjet.fr/repo/doxygen-3.0.3/
http://fastjet.fr/repo/doxygen-3.0.3/
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Sequential recombination algorithms

If dij < diB then merge them together

jet clustering
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In this tutorial, we 
explore AK5 and CA8



Cartoon event display - PF particles

Circle = position of particle within the detector
Area ~ energy of particle

8Jim Dolen
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Example: Cambridge Aachen Jet Clustering

Jim Dolen

Merging conditions in CA:
dij = ΔR/R < diB

diB = 1 for CA
ΔR/R < 1
ΔR < R (!)
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Find the closest pair

Jim Dolen
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If they are closer than dij, combine their 4 vectors

Jim Dolen
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Repeat on the new closest pair

Jim Dolen
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separation greater than 
distance parameter diB

⇒ stop combining
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Stop when the closest pair is separated by ΔR > R

Jim Dolen



The algorithm found 3 jets, each with 4-vector equal to the 
sum of its components

43Jim Dolen



If we had used a different distance parameter, the answer 
would have been much different (6 jets instead of 3)

44Jim Dolen



configuring your own jet collections
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RecoJets/JetProducers/python/
https://github.com/cms-sw/cmssw/tree/master/RecoJets/JetProducers/python

ak5PFJets = cms.EDProducer(
    "FastjetJetProducer",
    PFJetParameters,
    AnomalousCellParameters,
    jetAlgorithm = cms.string("AntiKt"),
    rParam       = cms.double(0.5)
    )

ak5PFJetsTrimmed = ak5PFJets.clone(
    useTrimming = cms.bool(True),
    rFilt = cms.double(0.2),
    trimPtFracMin = cms.double(0.03),
    useExplicitGhosts = cms.bool(True)
    )

ca4PFJets = cms.EDProducer(
    "FastjetJetProducer",
    PFJetParameters,
    AnomalousCellParameters,
    jetAlgorithm = cms.string("CambridgeAachen"),
    rParam       = cms.double(0.4)
    )

https://github.com/cms-sw/cmssw/tree/master/RecoJets/JetProducers/python
https://github.com/cms-sw/cmssw/tree/master/RecoJets/JetProducers/python


Fastjet code for clustering
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fastjet::JetDefinition jetDef(fastjet::cambridge_algorithm, mJetRadius);
    
std::vector<fastjet::PseudoJet> thisClustering_ = new 
fastjet::ClusterSequence(FJconstituents_, jetDef);

clustering algorithm
clustering R parameter

PF constituents

Under the hood...



clustering algorithms

47Figure 1: A sample parton-level event (generated with Herwig [8]), together with many random soft
“ghosts”, clustered with four di!erent jets algorithms, illustrating the “active” catchment areas of
the resulting hard jets. For kt and Cam/Aachen the detailed shapes are in part determined by the
specific set of ghosts used, and change when the ghosts are modified.

the jets roughly midway between them. Anti-kt instead generates a circular hard jet, which clips a
lens-shaped region out of the soft one, leaving behind a crescent.

The above properties of the anti-kt algorithm translate into concrete results for various quanti-
tative properties of jets, as we outline below.

2.2 Area-related properties

The most concrete context in which to quantitatively discuss the properties of jet boundaries for
di!erent algorithms is in the calculation of jet areas.

Two definitions were given for jet areas in [4]: the passive area (a) which measures a jet’s
susceptibility to point-like radiation, and the active area (A) which measures its susceptibility to
di!use radiation. The simplest place to observe the impact of soft resilience is in the passive area for
a jet consisting of a hard particle p1 and a soft one p2, separated by a y ! ! distance "12. In usual
IRC safe jet algorithms (JA), the passive area aJA,R("12) is "R2 when "12 = 0, but changes when
"12 is increased. In contrast, since the boundaries of anti-kt jets are una!ected by soft radiation,
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http://arxiv.org/abs/0802.1189

http://arxiv.org/abs/0802.1189
http://arxiv.org/abs/0802.1189


jet areas

• Active areas add a uniform background of extremely soft massless ‘ghost’ 
particles to the event and allow them to participate in the clustering. The area 
of a given jet is proportional to the number of ghosts it contains.  Active areas 
give a measure of a jet’s sensitivity to diffuse background noise.

• Passive areas are defined as follows: one adds a single randomly placed ghost 
at a time to the event. One examines which jet (if any) the ghost ends up in. 
One repeats the procedure manytimes and the passive area of a jet is then 
proportional to the probability of it containing the ghost. Passive areas give a 
measure of a jet’s sensitivity to point-like background noise.

48

Jet areas provide a measure of the surface in the η-φ plane 
over which a jet extends, or, equivalently, a measure of a jet’s 
susceptibility to soft contamination.

CMS uses active areas to perform PU subtraction.
L1 fastjet correction = ρ x Area where ρ is a measure of 

median PU contribution

http://arxiv.org/abs/1111.6097

http://arxiv.org/abs/1111.6097
http://arxiv.org/abs/1111.6097


what is jet mass?
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Jet mass is the main observable for discriminating between 
heavy object decaying with substructure (W/Z/top/etc.) 

and a QCD jet (quark or gluon)

Experimentally, it is the four-vector sum of all the jet constituents.  

Clear for PF jets.
For Calo jets, the four-vectors are determined by the cluster η, φ, E, and 

mass (assumed to be pion mass).



what is jet mass?
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One can also evaluate the small-R limit of the average di!erence between the pt of a
SISCone jet and (say) a kt jet (again following [132])

!!pSISCone
t "pert # !!pktt "pert

pt
=

"s

#
Ki (31)

with

Kq =

!

#15

16
+

9

8
ln 2 + ln2 2

"

CF $ 0.323CF , (32a)
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!
241

576
# 25

48
ln 2

"

nfTR $ 0.294CA + 0.057nfTR .

(32b)

Numerically, Ki % 0.3Li, or equivalently the average behaviour of SISCone and the kt
(and related) algorithms are similar perturbatively when lnRkt $ 0.3 + lnRSISCone, that
is Rkt $ 1.35RSISCone. This feature was originally observed for a generic cone algorithm
in [29].

4.2.2 Jet mass

Partons (except for heavy quarks) are essentially massless. Jets, in particular those with
significant substructure, are not. Jet masses are interesting in part because hadronic decays
of very high-pt top quarks and electroweak bosons will be collimated by the Lorentz boost
factor and so form a single jet, whose invariant mass might provide a means to identify
the origin of the jet (cf. section 5.3).

The simplest quantity to examine is the mean squared invariant mass of a jet. This was
studied in a hadron-collider context in [22] and it was pointed out that to first non-trivial
order,

!M2" $ C · "s

#
p2tR

2 , (33)

where C is a coe"cient that depends on the relative fraction of quarks and gluons and on
the type of jet algorithm.23 This is easily derived in the small-R limit, e.g. for a quark-
induced jet:

!M2"pert $
#

d$2

$2

#

dz · p2tz(1 # z)$2
$ %& '

M2

·
"s

(

$ (1# z) pt
)

2#
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(

falg(z)R# $
)

, (34)

In a fixed-coupling approximation, the results can be summarised as

Ckt
q =

3

8
CF Ckt

g =
7

20
CA +

1

20
nfTR , (35)

23Results for jet masses at O (!s) are sometimes quoted as being NLO. It would be more accurate to
state that they are LO results, since O (!s) is the first order at which the mass is non-zero. True NLO
results would go up to O

(

!2
s

)

. Jet masses can be calculated to NLO in dijet events using the 3-jet NLO
component of a program like NLOJET++ [45].
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may be radiated within the reach of the jet definition and then generate a mass for the
jet (assuming a 4-vector-addition recombination scheme). The aim of this section is to
give some simple analytical understanding of the e!ect of perturbative radiation on a jet’s
transverse momentum and mass — rules of thumb — as well as references to the literature
for more detailed analyses.

For the reader who is interested principally in the results, the two main ones can be
summarised as follows. For small jet radii, R ! 1, the average fractional di!erence between
a jet’s transverse momentum and that of the original parton is

"pt,jet # pt,parton$pert
pt

% quarks: #0.43
gluons: #1.02

!

& !s ln
1

R
+O (!s) . (25)

where the O (!s) term depends both on the jet algorithm and the global environment in
which the parton is to be found (e.g. colour connections to other partons) and is often
ill-defined because of the ambiguities in talking about partons in the first place. Ignoring
these important caveats, the above result implies that an R = 0.4 quark (gluon) jet has
about 5% (11%) less momentum on average that the original parton (for !s = 0.12).

The second result is that the average squared jet mass for all non-cone algorithms is

"M2$ % quarks: 0.16
gluons: 0.37

!

& !sp
2
tR

2 . (26)

For both the pt loss and the squared jet mass, SISCone results are similar to kt, anti-kt
and C/A results when RSSICone % 0.75Rkt .

4.2.1 Jet pt

In many uses of jets, one needs to know how a jet’s energy (or pt) relates to the underlying
hard scale of the process — for example to the mass of a decaying heavy particle (top
quark, Higgs boson, new particle), or to the momentum fraction carried by a scattered
parton in an inclusive jet cross section.

One approach to this is to take a Monte Carlo event generator, let it shower a parton
from some source and then compare the jet’s pt to that of the parton. This often gives a
reasonable estimate of what’s happened, even if the Monte Carlo basically acts as a black
box, and brings a somewhat arbitrary definition of what is meant by the initial “parton”
(or of the mass of the top quark).

Another approach is to take a program for carrying out NLO predictions, like MCFM [44]
or NLOJET++ [45], and for example determine the relation between the jet pt-spectrum
and the parton distribution functions. NLO calculations are perhaps even blacker boxes
than Monte Carlo generators, on the other hand they do have the advantage of giving
predictions of well-defined precision; however, one loses all relation to the intermediate
(ill-defined) “parton” (this holds also for tools like MC@NLO [49] and POWHEG [50]).
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Jet mass is a perturbative quantity, 
at LO the jet mass is the parton mass ~ 0.  

Jet mass is proportional to R, pT
C is a form factor related to originating parton and clustering 

algorithm.  For non-cone algorithms:

For heavy objects, the LO mass scale is the 
heavy object mass.

http://arxiv.org/abs/0906.1833

http://arxiv.org/abs/0906.1833
http://arxiv.org/abs/0906.1833


exercise I.a 

• For an inclusive QCD sample, plot the 

• jet area

• jet mass 

• number of jet constituents

• Compare jet mass for signal (G→WW, Z’→ttbar) and background

51

Basics: jet mass and jet area

A script has been provided for you which does 
simple comparisons of histograms.  Run:

mkdir plots
python -i plot_Compare2Histos.py --inputFile1=jetSubstructurePlotsExample_QCDMC.root

A script has also been provided for you which compares histograms in 
two different files. Run:

python -i plot_Compare2Files.py --inputFile1=jetSubstructurePlotsExample_RStoWW.root --
inputFile2=jetSubstructurePlotsExample_QCDMC.root
python -i plot_Compare2Files.py --inputFile1=jetSubstructurePlotsExample_ZPrimeMC.root 
--inputFile2=jetSubstructurePlotsExample_QCDMC.root



questions: exercise I.a
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• How do the area of CA8 jets and AK5 jets compare? 
Does one vary more than the other?

• How does the mass of CA8 jets and AK5 jets 
compare? Why is one bigger?

• How do you expect the jet mass distributions to look 
for signal and background?



exercise I.b 
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pT dependence of jet mass

The root files we made contain 2-D hisrograms of Jet Mass vs Jet pT: "h2AK5JetMassPt" 
for AK5 jets and "h2CA8JetMassPt" for CA8 jets. 

Draw 2D histos by opening file in editor and drawing ‘colz’

Now lets make some TProfile plots to compare average jet mass as a function of pT.

root -x plot_mass_vs_pt.cpp



questions: exercise I.b
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• What is the expected relationship between jet pT and 
jet mass?



grooming
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Jet grooming methods are used to clean the jet 
of soft QCD and PU contributions
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cluster with 
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keep nfilt
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grooming code
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fastjet::Pruner pruner(fastjet::cambridge_algorithm, zcut, rcut);

fastjet::PseudoJet prunedJet = pruner( originalJet );

fastjet::Filter filter( fastjet::Filter(fastjet::JetDefinition(fastjet::cambridge_algorithm,     
rfilt), fastjet::SelectorNHardest(nfilt)));

fastjet::PseudoJet filteredJet = filter( originalJet );

fastjet::Filter trimmer( fastjet::Filter(fastjet::JetDefinition(fastjet::kt_algorithm, 
rfilt), fastjet::SelectorPtFractionMin(ptfrac)));

fastjet::PseudoJet trimmedJet = trimmer( originalJet );

Jet grooming algorithms are provided by default in Fastjet

Pruning:

Filtered:

Trimming:



exercise I.c
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Open up ‘plot_Compare2Histos.py’ and ‘plot_Compare2Files.py’ and un-comment 
section 1-c.  Then repeat the second part of Exercise I.a.

Run it again to and answer the questions from the presentation about groomed jets.

• For an inclusive QCD sample, plot the jet area and jet 
mass for filtered, trimmed, and pruned jets

• Compare jet mass for signal and background for groomed 
jets 

jet grooming

N.B. The jet areas computed in this analysis are rigorously incorrect because they only 
account for jet constituents for the jet in question.  The rigorous jet area computation 

involves all particles in an event.  The groomed jet areas shown here are meant to 
make a qualitative statement although the true jet area is typically smaller.



questions: exercise I.c
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• How do you expect the jet mass and jet area to be 
affected by grooming?

• What do you expect the groomed jet mass 
distribution to look like for signal and background? 



exercise I.d 

• For the inclusive QCD sample:
• Plot the groomed jet mass versus pT
• Plot the groomed jet mass versus nPV
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Examine the PU susceptibility of jets

Let’s make some TProfile plots to compare average groomed jet 
mass as a function of pT and number of primary vertices.

root -x plot_mass_vs_pt_groomed.cpp
root -x plot_mass_vs_nvtx.cpp



questions: exercise I.d
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• Which grooming algorithm do you expect to mitigate 
the effect of PU the most?



exercise I.e 

• Vary the trimming parameters and see what happens 
to the jet mass

61

More on grooming

Edit RecoJets/JetAnalyzers/src/JetSubstructurePlotsExample.cc, starting around line 306
Edit /test/JetSubstructurePlotsExample.py to change the output file name. 
Then:
> scram b
> cmsRun JetSubstructurePlotsExample.py

Examples of things to try:
Try increasing the pT fraction requirement of trimmed jets (float ptfrac = 0.07;). 
Try varying the pruned jet zcut. Try decreasing the reclustering distance parameter for 
pruned jets (rfilt).

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/edit/CMS/RecoJets?topicparent=CMS.SWGuideHATSJetSubstructure;nowysiwyg=1
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/edit/CMS/RecoJets?topicparent=CMS.SWGuideHATSJetSubstructure;nowysiwyg=1


questions: exercise I.e
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• By varying the grooming parameters, could you make 
the trimmed jet mass less PU-dependent?



More food for thought...

• How would the L1 pileup corrections affect the 
(groomed) jet mass?

• Why would jet mass distributions be different for 
quark jets versus gluon jets? 

• How might the pT of the jets affect the signal versus 
background distributions?

• What might happen to grooming at really high pT? 
really high PU?
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